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Technology Transfer

What my boss thinks I do

What the researchers think I do

What my friends think I do

What I really do

What is technology transfer?
Then

Now
Patents
Licensing
Incubators

Patents
Licensing

Investing
Start-Ups
Economic development
Corporate engagement
Corporate venturing
Student entrepreneurship
Social entrepreneurship

Source: Report on the International Knowledge/Technology Transfer Leadership Summit, 2018

What is technology transfer?
• Educating and creating awareness of intellectual property (IP)
requirements and IPR Act amongst staff and students;
• Working with researchers to protect IP;
• Assessing commercial potential;
• Identifying potential industry partners and collaborators;
• Negotiating IP licence agreements;
• Forming and supporting start-up companies;
• Running incubators;
• Running entrepreneurship programmes;
• Working closely with industry to develop products and get products
into the market;
• Finding investors for commercialising IP or managing relatively small
investment funds; and
• Assisting university to obtain R&D funding.

Source: KCA TTP Capability Framework

Technology Transfer

When is it considered to be technology
transfer?
• Academic Technology Transfer (yes)
• Industry Technology Transfer (maybe)
• Business to Business (B2B) transactions (no)

Example: One of Our Dilemmas
“As a researcher or a professor, your job is to
make one of something, and that’s cool to you.
But to commercialize, you need to make
thousands or millions of something, and the
practical reality of going from one to thousands
tends to be underestimated.”

- Joël Fink, MIT

A need for
professionalisation

Professionalisation of TT as a career

www.attp.info

What is RTTP?
RTTP is the internationally recognised framework that sets the
standard for Technology Transfer (TT) practitioners. RTTP is the
professionalization of technology transfer as a career and it offers TT
practitioners recognition for reaching a peer evaluated professional
level in their career. RTTP also implies a commitment to an
individual’s professional development and personal excellence and
gives recognition to achieving world class standards in job execution
in this field.
RTTP reflects competence.This international designation shows
employers, colleagues and partners that you have demonstrated the
core competencies necessary to work effectively in the field of
technology transfer and have sufficient experience to add significant
value based on a recognized track record.

Why RTTP?
RTTP signals personal and professional credibility, and tells
employers, colleagues and business partners worldwide
that:
• You are an experienced, skilled professional with a proven record
of achievement
• You work effectively and creatively to add significant value and
deliver outcomes
• You have demonstrated competence, integrity, vision, versatility
and perseverance
• You have undertaken relevant training courses and/or gained
qualifications that enable you to perform well and that have helped
you to build a rich network

Why RTTP?
Recognizing & promoting international excellence for the
Technology Transfer profession
•

Professional Validation

•

Personal achievement

•

Recognition

• Differentiate you from your
peers

• Great for your CV – enhance
your career
• Mobility – work anywhere in
the world
• Join a professional community
of practitioners

RTTP Options
Full RTTP status is for those who have demonstrated that they
possess the core competencies needed to work effectively in the
profession and that they have an established track record. There are
two routes to achieve full RTTP status.
‘Candidate RTTP’ designation is for new entrants in the
profession who are intending to apply for full RTTP status once they
have been in the TT profession for at least three years (the minimum
time required) and can demonstrate the necessary criteria.

Candidate RTTP
Candidate RTTP is for new entrants to the TT profession and signals
that they are committed to follow a route towards full RTTP status
that involves the necessary training and development, as well as the
practical side of applying this knowledge and skills in the profession.
To become a Candidate RTTP, an individual is expected to meet
three requirements:
• relevant experience,
• skills, and
• achievement as a TT practitioner that demonstrates that the
Candidate is operating at a level that meets the highest standards.

Candidate RTTP
Candidate RTTP is for new entrants to the TT profession and signals
that they are committed to follow a route towards full RTTP status
that involves the necessary training and development, as well as the
practical side of applying this knowledge and skills in the profession.

To become a Candidate RTTP, an individual is expected to meet
three requirements:

Relevant Experience

Skills

Achievement as a TT
practitioner that
demonstrates that the
Candidate is operating
at a level that meets
the highest standards.

Applying for Candidate RTTP
Online Registration form (on the ATTP website):
Career Aspiration Plan:
•

Current career setting and relevant experience of the candidate;

•

An achievable planned career path of the candidate;

•

The training/development available to and required by the candidate to achieve their career
aspirations, preferably including ATTP or member organisation accredited courses; and/or

•

Mentoring required or a suitable mentor identified to support the Candidate to achieve their
career aspiration.

TTO Director’s Confirmation attesting that:
•

The completed application documents uploaded, accurately reflect the Candidates’ TT role and
experience.

•

The Candidate has developed an achievable and realistic Career Aspiration Plan in consultation
with their Line Manager/Supervisor.

•

The Line Manager or Director supports the Candidate’s aspiration to attain RTTP status and will
provide the necessary mentoring and/or skills development designed to assist them in meeting
their career goals.

Full RTTP
Aspiring TT practitioners must meet three
requirements, demonstrating:
• sufficient experience;
• required skills; and
• proof that you have applied your knowledge and skills to
lead a complex TT project that achieved success.
The level of demonstrating that these requirements are met is
at a far higher level than is required for Candidate RTTP’s.

Full RTTP - Experience
• At least 3 years in technology transfer or a similar field.
>> Demonstrated by submitting your CV.
• Member of an ATTP Alliance Organisation.

Full RTTP – Let’s talk about CE points
Continued Education (CE) Points
• Member associations provide training, conferences,
workshops and education events
• Some of these are approved by the ATTP and are
recognised as CE credits towards RTTP
• Typically, 1 CE point = 1 hour of training
• The max number of points per training event is 20, even if
the number of hours of training exceeds 20
• Conferences can attract a max of 10 points, even if the
number of hours of the conference exceeds 10

Full RTTP - Skills
60+ CE RTTP Points

OR

(min 30 points, no max)

(max 30 points, no min)

(max 15 points*, no min)

At least two of
List of professional
qualifications or relevant
courses
“Deal sheet” of deals, projects
of appropriate size, quantity,
quality
Description of leadership roles,
size and scope of
teams/initiatives managed

*Note: this maximum has increased to 30 points for all RTTP applications submitted
until January 2021. The ATTP council will discuss permanent changes to the CE
requirements at their upcoming meeting.

Full RTTP - Achievement
Achievement Overview (4 types)
Case study where you played a leading/central role in a
• Complex and significant collaboration/strategic partnership; or
• Complex and significant commercial deal; or
• Significant knowledge transfer initiative resulted in new capacity,
structures, funding, incentives etc that enabled demonstrable
knowledge transfer/exchange outcomes; or
• Sustained Leadership of KE/KT/TT activity over a number of years
(minimum 5 years), leading a team(s) which has delivered significant KE/
TT outcomes/achievements due to the specialist knowledge, skills and
experience provided by the candidate’s leadership.
Endorsed by your manager
1000 Words

Achievement Overview:
What should I include?
• What do you consider to be your biggest achievement
and why?
• What is your most complex, highest impact case, and
why?
• Describe your role in the ‘transfer’ – highlighting the
activities that you led.
• Describe your role in creating value from the technology
– including the major issues that you had to tackle.
• What did you learn through it and what could you teach
your fellow TT professionals by your experience?
• How did you add value – your role in sourcing,
protecting, shepherding, resolving issues…

Achievement Overview:
What should I include?
• Describe the partnership;
• Size and scope of the initiative (including financial value if relevant);
• Types of agreements concluded;
• Commitment or investment of resources by your organisation and
the external partner and level of senior management engagement;
• The benefit of the collaboration for the partner and/or its impact on
society (for example generation of new customers and revenues,
new products, new investment, new people engaged, income/ profits,
documented impacts on society); and
• Your specific role in leading and developing the partnership, clearly
differentiating activity from outcome and showing how you have
demonstrated relevant core RTTP competencies.

Achievement Overview

• DESCRIBE YOUR PERSONAL ROLE IN ADDRESSING AND RESOLVING
KEY ISSUES
•

Issues – lack of understanding; resolution of disagreements; personality
conflicts resolved; terms addressed; overcoming obstacles in the negotiation
process and resolved, etc.

•

What made the transaction complex?

•

Give timelines and current status of Agreement.

•

Was there an investment or payment that followed the transaction?

• Knowledge and practice of KE/KT/TT differentiates them from a generic team
manager.

Achievement Overview (4th one)
Include:
• The type of leadership role that you have held over a minimum period of 5 years;
• The size and scope of the team that you manage (including financial responsibility
if relevant);
• The types and volume of work that your team(s) undertakes;
• The amount of commitment, investment of resources and level of senior
management engagement that you have managed to secure for your team;
• The outcomes of the work of your team in terms of their track record i.e. key
KE Initiatives, key projects, key partners, key deals and new investment; and
• Your specific role in leading and developing the team, and specifically how you
can demonstrate relevant core RTTP competencies – i.e. that your knowledge
and practice of KE/KT/TTO differentiates you from a generic team manager.

564 RTTPs Across the Globe
40 Countries Represented

Some
RTTP Stats

6 Continents Spanned
14 Member Associations
4 Submission Deadlines Per Year

Quarterly

Thorough, rigorous and fair
360° process against specific
criteria

More on
the
Application
Process

Peer evaluation through a
review panel

All panel members hold RTTP
designation

Submission by deadline – Typically >30 at
deadline

Divided amongst the 9 person review
committee, so each application is reviewed
by at least 3 persons

More on
the
Application
Process

Each application is voted: accepted, unable
to approve at this time, marginal, or major
lack of information

Committee has videocon meeting to review
marginal cases or disagreements amongst 3
voters

Prior to next deadline, candidates receive
notice of decision with sufficient time and
info to strengthen reapplication, if needed.

More on the Process: How do I apply?
On the ATTP website:

www.attp.info

More on the Process: Success Rate

More on the Process: Most common reasons
for rejection
• Incomplete application – lacks documents;
• Lack of detail to demonstrate the relevance of courses and
qualifications;
• Insufficient information – in some cases applicants simply submit their
CV as application without ensuring that the specific criteria have
been highlighted and included;
• Failure to give enough detail of the deals and/or initiatives an
applicant has led and completed. These must be given in sufficient
detail to understand value and likely complexity;
• Case study lacks depth and/or detail on the applicant’s role; and
• Achievement overview not signed by TTO director.

Some Important Questions
How do I give proof of Employment?
Employment evidence is generally a letter from your employer, copy of pay slip
(salary crossed out), and copy of signed part of a contract of employment, or
anything that confirms your employment status. The most common is a simple
signed letter from your supervisor or line manager.
I attended relevant courses but not ATTP accredited. How do I make these
count?
For each Course or Programme that you include, ATTP needs:
• A certificate or other proof of attendance (showing the title, dates and the
name of the provider).
• The total hours of training (excluding any field or self-study work).
• A session-by-session programme so that they can understand its relevance to
your role.
• The profile of those delivering the training.

Some Important Questions
What must I include on the Deal Sheet?
For each deal you include the Panel needs the following:
• A (non-confidential) description of the Technology – in sufficient detail that the
project would be recognised by the parties.
• To know the counterparty (if confidential, then the size and sector of the other
party).
• A sentence describing your role in in the deal (whether as lead, support,
negotiator, advisor, business development)
• A sentence describing the nature of agreement (whether primarily a
collaboration, license, spin-off investment, capacity building initiative)
• The summary terms
• The approximate size of investment or estimated lifetime value of deal

Some Important Questions
I am not a technology transfer practitioner at a university but I perform a similar
role, but in a commercial environment (e.g. a law firm, a pharmaceutical
company dealing with universities (or not), etc). Can I become an RTTP and are
the requirements different?
This is fine – there are a number of RTTPs in industry. However, they all are
involved in ‘academic to business’ (or rather, business from academic)
transactions. What we don’t accept is folk who have only done B2B deals.
I work in a TTO, but I am appointed in an administrative capacity. Do I qualify for
RTTP status?
Probably not. The RTTP was created specifically for those who drive/lead deals
(make complex deals happen that wouldn’t otherwise have happened).
Those who administer transactions play an enormously important role but it
suggests a more passive/process role.

Some Important Questions
The achievement overview case study that I want to use did not result in a
significant “deal size”. How will that affect my application?
The evaluation panel is not very dogmatic on this issue. They understand that
geographical context is also important and what is a large deal in one country may
be a small one in another country. They are far more interested in seeing that you
can successfully lead a complex project.

Checklist Candidate RTTP

Payment of $50
Proof of membership of one of the ATTP member
associations
Employment Evidence (at least 6 months in TT)
Short CV
Career Aspiration Plan (signed and endorsed by TTO
Director)
Online application form completed

Checklist Full RTTP
 Payment of $300
 Proof of membership of one of the ATTP member associations
 Employment Evidence (at least 3 years in TT)
 Short CV
 CE credits (training certificates)
 If CE credits < 60 then two of these:
 List of professional qualifications
 Deal Sheet
 Description of leadership roles, size and scope of
teams/initiatives managed
 Achievement Overview (signed by TTO director)
 Online application form completed

A few more tips
• Don’t take a chance by submitting an application that you know very
well is borderline or missing some of the required information;
• Take great care with your Achievement Overview, which is the most
important part of your application. Use “I” instead of “we” where
you were the one taking action, responsibility, initiative. Make it clear
what exactly your role was in the process/transaction that you are
describing.
• Don’t submit a rushed application. Submit it well before the
deadline.
• If your institution is paying your application fee, arrange this weeks
before the closing date for applications, as our institutions have
certain bureaucratic requirements before payment can be made. You
don’t want to miss the deadline because of a late payment.

Next Deadline

16 July 2020

Thank you
Anita Nel
Chief Director: Innovation and Business Development
Innovus
Stellenbosch University
ajnel@sun.ac.za
www.Innovus.co.za
Photos and images used in this presentation were sourced from Unsplash, Pexels, and
Pixabay websites where copyright free images are available and where it is indicated
that no attribution is required.

